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Overview

� Discussing writing – mantra (heuristic)

� Applying the mantra
1. Structured peer editing
2. “Solo” audio feedback

� Talking about sentences

� Raising awareness of culture/second 
language issues

� Accessing resources



Mantra

Academic writing as a genre
at the Masters thesis 

and Doctoral dissertation levels.

Audience?    Purpose?    Organization?    Style?



Applying the mantra

1. Structured peer editing

2. “Solo” audio feedback



Talking about sentences

O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?

W.B. Yeats “Among School Children”



Talking About Sentences: 
Seven Notions
� noun clause  

� independent clause 
� dependent clause

� coordinating conjunction (and but yet so for or 
nor)

� conjunctive adverb (however, therefore, 
moreover, otherwise, indeed, etc.) 

� restrictive element 

� non-restrictive element 



Culture/second language issues 
and feedback
� Conventions and expectations

� Cultural and thought
� Confidence

� Resources



Conventions and expectations 

In your opinion, are the following statements pertaining to academic writing 
in North America true or false?

��7. Personal experience is valuable because it helps to form 
ideas which inform writing.

��6. A conclusion does not introduce new ideas; it summarizes 
what was discussed in the body of the text.

��5. Paragraphs are necessary to show how ideas are organized.

��4. The writer should get to the point quickly.

��3. The main point (the thesis) is generally in the introductory 
information.

��2. The writer must take a position and this position should be 
clear.

��1. The onus is on the writer to make the written text clear to the 
reader.
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� Instructors have written, on foreign-student 
papers, such comments as: ‘The material is 
all here, but it seems somehow out of focus,’
or ‘Lacks organization,’ or ‘Lacks cohesion.’
And these comments are essentially 
accurate. The foreign-student paper is out of 
focus because the foreign student is 
employing a rhetoric and a sequence of 
thought which violate the expectations of the 
native reader. (Kaplan, 1966, pp. 3-4)



Organization of ideas

1

2

3



Think twice before noting to a student that his or 
her writing is ‘disorganized.’ Try to distinguish 
between what is truly disorganized and 
‘differently organized.’ (Steinman, 2003, p. 88)



Develop an awareness of cultural issues; 
however, try not to make assumptions about a 
student based on his/her cultural group. 

First and foremost, treat people as individuals.



Suggestions

� Remember the mantra.

� Apply the heuristic to feedback.
� Make judicious choices about feedback.

� Give feedback that will bolster students’
confidence.

� Consider giving multi-modality feedback.

� Direct students to concrete resources.
� Encourage students to keep a writing 

portfolio.


